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Apple has announced that the A9 chip will be built on iPhone 6s by two ... Apple's iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s plus are now
available in India at .... Check the model of your phone. If you have N66MAP (6S Plus) or N71MAP (6S), you are in good luck
as it has the TSMC chip. In case you see N66AP (6S Plus) or N71AP (6S), you might have to accept it or contact Apple to
return your device.. Not all iPhones 6s units are created equal, and yours just might have a ... 12-nanometer A9 chips, if you
have an iPhone 6s with a TSMC chip, you ... Here's how to find the maker of the A9 processor in your iPhone 6s or 6s Plus: ...
If you have a Mac, you can check your device info using the iMazing app, .... Believe you have heard the controversy about
Apple's iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus use two different versions of processor in the recent, Samsung's14nm and .... We all know
A9 chip in the iPhone 6s are OEM by Samsung and TSMC, but ... to check if their iPhone 6s or iPhone 6s Plus has a TSMC or
Samsung A9 chip.. N66AP — iPhone 6s Plus with Samsung-manufactured A9 processor. As an example, Sébastien's device
runs a Samsung-made A9 processor, .... TSMC's 16-nanometer A9 chip is slightly larger than Samsung's ... is that there's no way
of predicting which iPhone 6S or 6S Plus you'll be .... When Apple announced the iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus, it told us that
the phones feature the new Apple-designed A9 CPU, bringing some .... 84 GHz Twister processor and 2 GB RAM memory.
eurogamer. ... How to Check if Your iPhone 6s/6s Plus Has a TSMC or Samsung A9 Chip Hamza Sood, who .... Apple has
sourced A9 processors found in the iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus from two different suppliers, both Samsung and TSMC.
While the design ... from Apple. 3. Run Xcode and navigate to Source Control -> Check Out .... There is now a much easier way
to check if your iPhone 6s or iPhone 6s Plus has a TSMC or Samsung A9 chip. So check the link below:.. The A9 processor of
the iPhone 6s and 6s Plus were dual sourced from Samsung and TSMC.. Both Samsung and TSMC are making A9 chips for the
iPhone 6s. ... N66AP (6s Plus) or model N71AP (6s) then you have the Samsung chip.. A handful of anonymous forum
members recently reported that iPhone 6S and 6S Plus handsets with Samsung inside have shown significantly .... iPhone 6s
with TSMC chip shown to run cooler, offer better battery performance than Samsung A9 processor models [Videos] · Cam
Bunton. - Oct. 8th 2015 3:49 am PT. 94 Comments ... Check out 9to5Mac on YouTube for more Apple news: .... For the
iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus, Apple's press release boasts that ... A9 processor that is "70 percent faster" than the A8 processor
before it. ... primary processor is an Apple branded Samsung ARM 11 processor running at 412 MHz. ... confirm that like the
original it also is powered by an Apple branded .... Apple's decision to use two different A9 CPUs for the iPhone 6s and iPhone
6s Plus appears to have created the ... He put both versions of the phone through a time-lapse video test, 4K video recording
test, an export of the 4K clip in iMovie (the Samsung chip was 4 seconds faster), Geekbench ... Check out the video below: ....
So it is not surprising that the difference between Samsung and TSMC's A9 chip's battery life is getting so much attention.
Apple has also .... An easy method to check if your iPhone 6s or iPhone 6s Plus has an TSMC or Samsung A9 chip.. Step 3:
Check your device's ID number under the Device → Model ... N66mAP — iPhone 6s Plus with TSMC-manufactured A9
processor 4cb7db201b
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